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Saintly & painfully honest in thought & in life, Simone Weil 
was to die before the end of WWII--die because, though in London, she refused to eat 
more than the starvation dietunder vhich, across the Channel, the French Resistance 
was suffering.. I prize my well-marked copy of her THE NEED FOR ROOTS. Her critical 
principle for illumining the roots of WWII was this: Europe, having deracinated it-
self from its spiritual heritage, became the victim of a pseudoculture, "Aryanism," 
junk food for the spiritually starved....This Thinksheet's thesis is that in this our 
pre-WWIII (God forbid) culture, the West is s deracinated, cut off from our spiritual 
roots, that we have liecome victims, under "pl ralimn," of a variety of pseudocultures; 
and that our mainline churches (I speak esp. f the American, as defined in Roof & 
McKinney's AMERICAN MAINLINE RELIGION) have 	assimilated to these false gospels as 
to have become inarticulate about all the Christian churcies' foundation, viz biblical 
religion (its vision, its passion, its mission, its diction, its action). Numerous 
recent experiences of mine confirm this, but jot down here only a few notes: 

1. Two Saturdays ago I spoke at N.Y.Teological Seminary to more than 
100 NONmainline American church reps, most of them pastors. ,  For their 
Certificate in Christian Ministry they' come to the seminary two-years-
worth of Saturdays & take morning & afternoon courses (taught, parallel-
ly, in English, Spanish, & Korean). (Incidentally, I saw only 1 white.) 
They were speaking a language that ovOrarched their racial & ethnic 
differences, viz1 the language of Zion (metaphorically: not Ivrit, Modern 
Hebrew, but what' I might call "biblical English," the diction & phras-
ings of the English-Bible tradition-- hough plenum speeches were simul-
taneously translated from English int Spanish). As I, too, speak the 
language of Zion, I had no trouble co unicating; but most of my cur-
rent theologian-friends would have tr uble. 

2. In the pretelly age--certainly in he preradio age--members of our 
mainline church s spoke the language f Zion. Now, however, most of 
them speak the ecular tongue of the edia & of our deracinated public 
schools. Today, American Christians' most dangerous language-illusion 
is that this secular tongue is neutra (befitting "pluralism," toler-
ance, openness, ecumenicity): it's n gative, atheist (in the literal-
function sense, viz leaving God out), tabooing not only the language 
of Zion but all religious language. It's nonsense to argue that our pub-
lic schools are not using money to promote an establishment of a reli-
gion: however y;11 describe their religion ("secular humanism" or what-
ever), it teach s America's children 	 m to commit the sin of spiritual a- 
nesia (&, as the Bible says, go to "hell," along with "all the nations 
that forget God"); it teaches them to' think & talk & even feel without 
reference to God, their Source & Dest - ny. If the children are church-
less, or related only to mainline chu ches, the secular patois is the 
only language they know, and the lang age of Zion (the Bible itself) 
is a strange, exotic, "dead" language. They are spiritual illiterates 
in the most fundamental meaning of "illiterate," & they are in danger 
(as, again, thelBible says) of "being blown around by every wind of 
false teaching."....EVIDENCE: For the past two years the UCC in MA 
(some 480 churches) has been interviewing leaders in our congregations, 
& our President & Minister (Al Williams) reports the results in the 
current issue (:•' our state paper, PILGRIM STATE NEWS. Here is the be-
ginning of Al's "reflections" (PSN Jan/88, p.2): Our churches are "car-
ing and community minded with a strong mission consciousness....We are 
much more inclined to show our faith through service than to talk about 
our faith in words. When the vast majority of our lay people talk 
about their church, they use a secular rather than a theological or 
Biblical vocabulary. Indeed, based On the responses, one might ask 
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whether or not the Biblical and theological understandings of the Church 
have meaning for us. For example, it is not clear how we differentiate 
the Church from any of a number of other community service organizations. 
One possible implication would be a major effort by the Conference to 
encourage churches to engage in serious theological and Biblical study 
regarding the meaning and purpose of the church....Evangelism and church 
growth appear well down the list of new program areas beginning to take 
shape in our churches. Again, it is clear that we United Church of 
Christ people communicate our faith implicitly through outreach and 
nurture rather than through explicit invitation and statement. All re-
search suggests that such implicit strategy results in modest growth at 
best. Indeed, any congregation that is both articulate about its faith 
and strong in its mission has a powerful combination." Too, most mem-
bers know little of the UCC except their particular congregation. "No 
more than a quarter of those attending the (survey & study) sessions 
(of Dialogue 86/87) have roots in either the United Church of Christ or 
its (four) predecessor denominations. There is little sense of being 
part of the 'Body of Christ' beyond one's own local congregation." 
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Self-esteem loss 
has bad results 

I appreciate your sensitive editori- 
al on the bizarre killings that dis- 
turbed the joy of the holiday season. 

I think it is a symptom of the disori-
1 entation of this society that people 
I don't realize that all the social prob-
' lems, from drugs to violent crime to 

alcoholism to homelessness, are 
symptoms of the loss of  self-esteem. 

Most of the officials who deal with 
1 the victims of the ruthless competi- 

tion that has corrupted our culture 
, are indifferent or hostile to people 
( who are acting out the symptoms of 
i low self-esteem. One who is set apart 
: from society becomes a target for 

i
' people who need to put down others to 

make themselves feel secure. The 
downward spiral for rejected people 
results in rage. Those who are la-
beled "mental patients" take their 
rage out on themselves. Those who 
retain their competitiveness plot 
revenge. 

Liberals in Massachusetts who 
once understood that people with 
problems must participate in the so-
lutions have become paternalistic. 
The Cape is called "a model" for so-
lutions to homelessness. Yet I know 
of no attempt to include the poor in 
planning for the economic problems 
diminishing the quality of life for so 
many here. 

The first step for officials, I be-
lieve, is a course in the effects of low 
self-esteem  on the people they are 
responsible for assisting. 

DEBORAH HOWES 
Mashpee 

3. Well, are 

BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
our mainline 
members arti-
culate about 
anything? Oh 
yes! They're 
every ready 
to talk about 
"values" (ie, 
what really 
matters) in 
the "in" words  
of egocentri-
city. Robt. 
Shuller was 
only riding 
this wave 
when he sent 
to America's 
clergy, gratis, 
his book SELF-
ESTEEM. Shul-
lerism is Peal-
eism transposed 
from the East 
Coast to the W. 
Coast with no 
abating of in-
sult to Jesus, 
who preaches 
Alot self- 
, affirmation 

but self-denial (Mt.16.24; M.8.34;cf.10.39, "is 
not worthy of me"; L.9.23;cf.14.27, "cannot be my 
disciple"). This sellout of the gospel--in most 
mainline churches not as flat & gross as in Peale 
& Shuller--cannot be justified as legitimate ac-
cOmodation to the current "values" patois, for it 
goes beyond accomodation to assimilation: "self-
esteem" is a periphrasis for the Supreme Value, 
thus holophrastic for "God." 

Letters,s-J4....  e t 
Doonesbury 

ANY14/4 MY R6611E-SS/ON 
WORST SAID IT il/A5 
THE 135ST PAST-LIFE 
ACTUALIZATION SHE 

- HAPVER 
COACHED! 
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4. Yesyesyes, I shouldn't read "self-esteem" & "self-denial" as pure 
antonyms. But I'm as familiar with the guileful efforts to make them 
synonyms as I am, from my brief fundamentalist period, with the dis-
honest efforts of aggressive religious ignorance to prove that the Bible 
is errorless (something which, horribile dictu, acc. to a just-published 
Oberlin science survey of the American public, is at least sort of be-
lieved by 53% of us). 

5. It may be argued, without persuading me, that in a culture so out of 
balance in its tilting toward the individual against society, cultural 
forces, including religion, need to compensate for the resultant over-
loading-overheating of the individual with responsibilities (choices & 
their consequences) 	the individual needs inner pumping up (with 
"self-esteem"), just as one puts more air in one's tires when carrying 
a heavier-than-usual load. Secularistic teachers-&-counselors claim 
that the alternative is to let the individual collapse inwardly from 
the external pressures, actual & interiorized. An instance, you see, of 
the fallacy of the single alternative. Biblical religion blows this 
fallacy with a third alternative, suggesting it should be the choice of 
preference: "Take your burden to the Lord and leave it there." Here 
& now, easier said than done? Never was easy. 

6. Which brings me to the heart of my antagonism to "self-esteem" and 
my associating it not with "wellness" but with "sin": "Tear every idol 
from its throne / And worship God, and God alone!" Ever & always, the 
self is the Grand Idol. "Self-esteem" is carved, right now, into its 
base. The argument for it, using the fallacy of the false alternative, 
is simply stated: "Self-esteem loss has bad results" (yes, the printed 
heading of this here letter to the editor, by someone I do not know). 
It's pathetic, it hurts me, to see so many people ambulatory, walking 
around held up by the drug of self-esteem, who should instead be pro-
strate--in the presence of God. 

7. Well, what good did being prostrate in the presence of God ever do 
anybody? Get out your Bible & thus interview any of the biblical wor-
thies & they'll all tell you the same thing: self-respect (an antonym 
of self-esteem) is a divine derivative, a self-"finding" (again, Jesus) 
coming not by self-seeking but as a surprise gift from God. My shock-
ing way of putting this truth is this: Hell is finding yourself while 
looking for God, & finding the devil while looking for yourself. 

8. Can I put in a sentence the heart of what I'm up to in doing Think-
sheets? I can. I am seddng to saturate all things with theocentric  
thought. As a theist (= a theocentrist), I experience all nontheocen-
tric thought as acentric, eccentric, strange, false, in need of con-
frontation with truth & love (in that order). Of course this includes 
my claim to know, but that claim is under the judgment of my being 
claimed, being named, being called: "Don't think you've chosen me! 
I've chosen you!" (my paraphrase of Jn.15.16--on which I can't resist 
this story:). 

9. A few days ago I got a longdistance call from a man who's long re-
sisted becoming a Christian. He'd been saying, "How can I consider 
Jesus wiser than other ancient worthies who outlived him by decades? 
How can a mere 33-year-old hope to be as wise as those octogenarians?" 
He's been studying the Gospel of John & has been hung up on what seemed 
to him outsize metaphysical & historical claims for Jesus. He stuck 
on, eg, 1.14: "God became a human being" (an accurate paraphrase of 
this astounding affirmation of the Incarnatio4. But when he hit upon 
15.16, he became conscious of an interior struggle in his soul between 
choosing (which he'd done all his independent, world-controling life) 
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& being chosen. For the past year he's felt more chosen, claimed, by 
Jesus than by anyone else dead or alive. The decision he faced was 
whether to continue on his egocentric, critical-comparative self-as-
having-the-initiative path, or to yield to his 1  intuitive opening to a 
voice not his own, an initiating center not hiOself, and set out on a 
journey he did not plan, believing not against reason but in the hope 
of arriving at a better understanding ((in a bolok-title of Anselm, FIDES 
QUAERENS INTELLECTUM tt(FAITH IN SEARCH OF UNDERSTANDING), on which see 
Karl Barth's lucid, mpucular commentary of that title, World Meridian/ 
60/62--also put as "credo ut intelligam," I believe so that I may un-
derstand--which Barth (p.18) translates "It is my very faith itself that 
summons me to knowledge:'D Why, I had said, should ancient metaphysics 
& Enlightenment analytic pride hold you up from soul-adventuring with 
Jesus when he, more than any other, is calling your soul to adventure? 
Intellectual dishonesty? A risk. Spiritual dishonesty if he does not 
venture forth like Abraham toward a land believed in but unknown? A 
certainty. 	 1 

10. To the ocean, in a town where I preached Sunday before last, home-
owners are losing their homes, which one by one are toppling into the 
Atlantic. Would you think the local journalists would theocentrize 
this fact? No way. Rather, this (ed.p. 28Jan88 THE REGISTER): "Some 
lessons in Zen--and its peaceful, willing acceptance of change--may be 
the best thing towns can offer saddened beachfront landowners." No-
tice: (1) The violation of "church & state," tax $ to be used for a 
religious purpose (specifically, Buddhist); & (2) The paper's safety 
from criticism for this religious reference, coupled with the probabil-
ity of criticism were the reference to biblical religion. The rising 
polarization in America is between the aggressive ignorance of funda-
mentalism & the aggressive secularistic antagonism to biblical religion. 
But whereas the mainline churches & their thinkers should be attacking 
both, they are attacking only the former. 

11. Now, please, reread sec.8. Let's call mine an instance of thematic  
or centric thinking. Such thinkers are like God at least in Augts-
tine's sense of th)center somewhere & circumference nowhere (= every-
where). From another angle, such thinking may be called, in the French 
existentialist sense, engagd, engaged, committed (1) as risking a per-
spective, point of view, & program for action vis-a-vis a human need 
(spiritual, material, intellectual, esthetic), problem, or issue; and 
(2) as wrestling with alterative sets, paradigms, worldpictures, world-
views, consciousnesses....I give you one of my heroes as a model of 
(con)centric, consistent thinking, viz, Edmund Burke (d.1797), who was 
for emancipation (1) of revolution from atheism —(gEThis criticism of 
the French Revolution, to the disgust of many friends, including Tom 
Paine), (2) of the Colonies (American) from the King (Geo.III), (3) 
of Black Africans from the slave-trade (in coop. with his friend Bp. 
Wilberforce), (4) of Ireland from Britain (his mama was Irish Cathol-
ic, his papa Irish Protestant), (5) of India from the East India Co.'s 
misgovernment. Of him, the thinker-poet Matthew Arnold had this to 
say: "Almost alone in England, he brings thought to bear upon politics, 
he saturates politics with thought." It was that vb. "satmrates" I 
had in mind when I wrote sec.8. (Now didn't I go & forget one of his 
emancipation campaigns: to free the House of Commons from royal power 
& from pollution from the House of Lords.) 

12. Now, please, reread sec.7. Biblical self-respect is a "divine de-
rivative": "God loves me, therefore,...." As being conceived is the 
source of my physical life, being loved is the source of my spiritual 
life--loved in the womb of the family & extensions thereof (surrogate 
parents, the extended bio-family, the church as extended theo-family). 

more 
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Thank God for any thinkers, theistic or not, who understand love a-
round & within from below (having its origin in the child's relations 
with parents &/or parental surrogates); greater thanks to those who 
understand it both from below & from above (having sky-ground in God). 
Of the former class, Bruno Bettleheim is a favorite of mine. Though 
ideologically trapped in old-fashioned Freudianism (including God-hate), 
he loves humanity, esp. children, with full mind & heart. His central 
dedication throughout his career has been to helping "emotionally" (read 
also spiritually) disadvantaged children to self-affirmation in the 
form of relational self-respect in the form of the sense of self-worth 
based on their willingness to sacrifice themselves for those who love 
them. Notice how far this highly nuanced view is from the corrupt no-
tion that children (human beings) have some worth in themselves, within 
their own individual, unrelated entities, selves. Cf. Buber's loca-
tion of God not in you or me or us but rather "between," in "meeting." 
Cf. also Tennyson's very high view of humanity in his yards-long "In 
Memoriam," in which in various ways he says there's no value or merit 
in his dead friend or in himself except in the secondary sense of the 
relation between them; which means no primary value or merit, ie, 
value or merit vis-a-vis God, to whom the whole poem is addressed, the 
first line being this: "Strong Son of God, immortal love." To finish 
this section, back to BB, the last p. (310) of the text of his THE USES 
OF ENCHANTMENT: THE MEANING AND IMPORTANCE OF FAIRY TALES (Random House 
Vintage/75/77): "The child who listens to fairy tales comes to imagine 
and believe that out of love for him his parent is willing to risk his 
life to bring him the present he most desires. In his turn, such a child 
believes that he is worthy of such devotion, because he would be willing  
to sacrifice his life out of love for his parent. Thus the child will 
grow up to bring peace and happiness even to those who are so grievously 
afflicted that they seem like beasts. In so doing, a person will gain 
happiness for himself and his life's partner and, with it, happiness 
also for his parents. He will be at peace with himself and the world." 
And with God, as God-awareness grows up out of the good soil of human-
human love: nothing BB says here is unconformable to the Christian doc-
trine of love. Quite the reverse: it is so true as to be worthy of in-
corporation into theological-seminary curricula. (Underlining, mine.) 
NOTE: Though human beings are unworthy & have in themselves no basis 
for self-esteen, they may receive, as a rdriex divine gift as they care 
self-denyingly for others, a satisfying, peaceful, joyful sense of  
(derivative, relational) worth, worthiness, & thus self-respect. I'm 
not being fussily scrupulous about words here: words arise from and 
point to the speaker-writer's center, which is God or idol; and the idol 
of the self is the most insidious because the least identifiable. Fin-
ally, this sense of self-worth requires maintenance; it begins to leak 
out of me as I become self-preoccupied, unregarding of others in this 
needy world. If I had tenure on it, I'd be tempted to laziness as are 
tenured teachers. (I refused tenure: too dangerous.) Besides, I need 
the leakage to signal something wrong with my soul (as I need pain to 
signal something wrong with my body). "Not in me, 0 Lord, but in Thee." 

13. I hear someone say, "Hairsplitting! Self-esteem, self-respect, it 
comes to the same thing." Only if you're ignorant of, or reject, bib-
lical religion, which holds that the two come to opposite things. But 
I'm no word-worshiper: "For words, like Nature, half reveal / And half 
conceal the Soul within" (also "In Memoriam," as is this, 9th stanza: 
"Forgive... / What seemed my worth since I began, / For merit lives 
from man to man, / And not from man, 0 Lord, to thee"). (Underlin-
ing, mine.) (THE POETIC AND DRAMATIC WORKS OF ALFRED LORD TENNYSON, 
Houghton Mifflin/1898.) 	 over 
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14:. Vite-Tennyson stanza quoted in sec.13 showS why this Thinksheet's 
title associates "self-esteem" with "sin": "FdrgiVe what seemed my 
worth." RADICAL RELIGION: "Merit lives not from man, 0 Lord, to thee." 
RADICAL POLITICS: "Merit lives from man to man." PARALLEL SINS: (1) 
Considering yourself worthy to stand before Goki, worthy of life; and 
(2) Considering any other "man" inferior to yOurself, or yourself in-
ferior to any other "man." The central significance of the egalitar-
ian spirit is that human-human relationships are so relatively unimpor-
tant that it would be ludicrous, and thus shameful, for anyone to claim 
superiority to another human being; and 86-T.WiTely under the judg-
ment of God, with whom our relationship is primary, that looking down 
on anybody makes us guilty & damned: we can look down only by sticking 
our heads up, and if we stick our heads up, they'll be knocked off. 
(Yesyes, the bottom-line prudential sanction; but we need, its cooper-
ation to keep us on the highroad of self-forgeting, self-sacrificing 
love.) 

15. RED on "self-esteem: (1) an objective respect for or•favorable im-
pression of oneself; (2) an inordinately or exaggeratedly favorable 
impression of oneself." The negative connotation colors also WDS: 
"self-love, conceit, egotism, egoism, amour-propre." What & how you 
think of yourself should be (as it is in Ro.1.1-8) both under God & 
in community (as only one "member," organ, in "one body," each member's 
self-image being that of "a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable to God," 
which is your "reasonable service" or "spiritual worship"). Staying 
with Ro.12.1-8, looking at ten versions-translations into English from 
1525 to the present, we get these for the NEGATIVE of v.3: "esteme of 
him selfe moare than it becometh," "stonde hye in his owne conceate," 
"presume to uakrstand above that which is mete to understand," "esteeme 
of himself, more than," "be more wise then behoveth to be," (KJV) 
"think of himself more highly than he ought tO think" (which is liter-
al, from Gk. "hyper-phron-"; continued in RV,1ASV, & RSV), "have an 
exaggerated opinion of his own importance," dis"honest in your esti-
mate of yourselves, measuring your value" other than in relation to God. 
Now the POSITIVE of v.3: "discretely judge of)aim selfe," "gentle and 
sober," "understand according to sobrietie," "behave himselfe discreet-
ly," "be wise unto sobrietie," "think soberly," "think with sober 
judgment." Gk. puts the contrast starkly: NEOATIVE, "hyper-phron-"; 
positive, "so(ph)-phron-"--SUPER(IOR)-thinking v. WISE-thinking." 
Lat. has "plus"-thinking v. "sobrietas." An analogy from geometry: 
By itself, the ego self-inflates; for its assigned position on the 
concentric eirclesis between God as Center &I(the holy) community 
(ie, the theocentric society) as circumference. This demonic inflation 
occurs when either context is lost: one becomes "lost" (Jesus' frequent 
word for the condition) by swelling inwardly 'hen God is gone (in an-
other figure of mine, the doughnut effect), the situation of humanism 
("secular" form), or by swelling outwardly whin one abandons fully hu-
man participation in community, the situation l of communism (the indi-
vidual lost in the mass, the ego thus expandilig to become the mass-- 
as, eg, in Nazism, a form of communism, mith "blood" rather than, as 
in marxian communism, "class" as analytic-synthetic base). The worst 
trouble: You, created to be a person-in-community, become either God 
or the community. In the former case, all l$ to ba:Afacrificed -to:you; 
in the latter, you are to sacrifiosall to the group, which thus has 
both your proximate & your ultimate devotion. 

16. Thinking, said G.H.Mead, is communication between I & me. Solips-
ism is having no other cowersational partner (God nor "man"); a!k.a 
"schizophrenia." Then idolatrous egocentricity rots into self-hate: 
hell is finding (nothing but) yourself. 
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